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ABSTRACT

We developed a technique for electrochemical
detection of salivary mRNA employing a hairpin
probe (HP). Steric hindrance (SH) suppresses
unspecific signal and generates a signal-on ampli-
fication process for target detection. The stem-loop
configuration brings the reporter end of the probe
into close proximity with the surface and makes it
unavailable for binding with the mediator. Target
binding opens the hairpin structure of the probe,
and the mediator can then bind to the accessible
reporter. Horseradish peroxidase is utilized to gene-
rate electrochemical signal. This signal-on process
is characterized by a low basal signal, a strong
positive readout and a large dynamic range. The SH
is controlled via hairpin design and electrical field.
By applying electric field control to HPs, the limit of
detection of RNA is about 0.4 fM, which is 10 000-
fold more sensitive than conventional linear probes.
Endogenous Interleukin-8 mRNA is detected with
the HP, and good correlation with the quantitative
PCR technique is obtained. The resultant process
allows a simple setup and by reducing the number
of steps it is suited for the point-of-care detection of
specific nucleic acid sequences from complex body
fluids such as saliva.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular analysis of body fluids provides the potential
for early cancer detection and subsequent increased treat-
ment efficacy (1–3). Molecular markers released from
tumors find their way into blood and/or other body fluids,
and specific detection of biomarkers may enable disease
identification in a noninvasive and specific manner (4,5).
Saliva is easily accessible in a noninvasive manner,

and can be collected with less patient discomfort relative
to blood. In addition, the levels of interfering material
(cells, DNA, RNA and proteins) and inhibitory sub-
stances are lower and less complex in saliva than in blood.
This advantage has recently been shown in a thorough
study of oral cancer mRNA markers (6). mRNAs were
identified through microarray and validated according to
established guidelines (7) by quantitative PCR (qPCR).
Detecting salivary mRNA biomarkers adds a new dimen-
sion to saliva as a valuable diagnostic fluid. In this study,
we aimed to develop a unique methodology for on-site
testing of salivary mRNA.
Electrochemistry is an excellent candidate for a point-

of-care diagnostic method for RNA detection (8), not only
because of its high sensitivity but also because of the
simplicity of the instrument (9–13). However, due to the
low concentration (�fM) of salivary biomarkers and
the complex background of saliva, conventional electro-
chemical amperometric detection methods do not meet
the clinical diagnostic requirement of high signal-to-
background ratio (SBR) for direct RNA detection in
saliva.
Recently, Plaxco’s group reported a novel method of

applying redox-labeled hairpin probes (HPs) to enable
oligonucleotide detection in various body fluids including
serum and urine (14,15). This method successfully demon-
strated the use of HPs as a switch between closed and open
status during an electrochemical reaction. The results
provided significant improvements in both sensitivity and
specificity. In the context of saliva diagnostics, low copy-
numbers of RNA biomarkers in saliva demand highly
sensitive sensors to detect signal above background noise.
Herein, we propose a method that couples an enzymatic
amplification process with a target-induced conforma-
tional change based on an HP probe. This HP comprises
a loop component with a sequence complementary to the
target and a stem component labeled with a reporter
at one end. Without target binding, the proximity to the
sensor surface creates steric hindrance (SH), which inhibits
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signal amplification by preventing mediator access to the
probe reporter label. This built-in SH is removed after
the bio-recognition component verifies the target specifi-
city, making the reporter label accessible to the mediator-
peroxidase conjugate and generating a current signal.
Therefore, only the specific target can generate an ampli-
fied current, even if present in low copy numbers and in
a complex mixture. The SH effect is controllable in this
HP-based electrochemical sensor by optimizing probe
design and the surface electrical field. Our selective
amplification method suppresses nonspecific signal to
background levels, overcoming key hurdles in developing
point-of-care nucleic acid detection systems for salivary
RNA markers and for other general use.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide probes and RNA

HPLC-purified oligonucleotides were custom synthesized
(Operon Inc., Alabama, USA). The probe sequence
allowed for the formation of a hairpin structure. The
loop and half of the hairpin stem (30-end) contained target
recognition sequences, and HPs were labeled with biotin

or biotin-(tetra-ethyleneglycol) TEG (the structure as
shown above) on the 50-end and with fluorescein on the
30-end (detailed structures are shown in Supplementary
materials I). The biotin label bound to streptavidin as an
anchor to the chip surface, and the fluorescein label
allowed for binding of the signal mediator. We investi-
gated the following configurations of the 50-linker from
the probe to the chip surface: biotin link, biotin-TEG,
biotin-9 thymidines (T9) and biotin-TEG-T9. Biotin-TEG
had an extra spacer with mixed polarity based on
triethylene glycol containing oxygen atoms connecting
the biotin and the oligo chain. Different spacing designs
may confer better accessibility of the biotin to the
streptavidin, and could serve as an adjustable length
linker for the SH effect.
Interleukin-8 (IL-8) mRNA (NM_000584) (16) has been

proposed as a salivary biomarker for oral cancer and
was selected for detection. For the purpose of establishing
the validity of the method, in vitro transcribed (IVT) IL-8
RNAs were used as a target for standard quantitative
measurements. Details of IVT RNA generation are
described in the Supplementary materials II section.
Endogenous mRNAs were detected from clinical samples.
For detecting endogenous IL-8 from saliva samples, a lysis
process was carried out by mixing the saliva 1:1 with AVL
viral lysis buffer (QIAGEN, California, USA) for 15min
at room temperature. Details of saliva collection and
qPCR measurements are described in the Supplementary
materials III-IX.

Surface preparation

The surface preparation of the gold electrochemical sensor
was performed as follows (17,18):

Probe immobilization. The gold electrodes were precoated
with a self-assembled monolayer of mercaptoundecanoic
acid (MUDA), terminated by a carboxyl group (18).
The gold surface was activated by a 4 ml mixture of 50%
1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydro-
chloride (EDC, Biacore Inc., New Jersey, USA) and 50%
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Biacore) for 10min. The
sensors were rinsed with DI water (18.3M� cm) and dried
with nitrogen gas. A total of 4 ml of 5mg/ml amine-PEO2-
Biotin labeling reagent (Ez-Biotin) (Pierce Inc., Illinois,
USA) was loaded to the gold surface, followed by rinsing
and drying. Ethanolamine-HCl (1.0M, pH 8.5, Biacore)
was loaded for inactivation of the un-reacted EDC/NHS
activated surface. Next, 0.5mg/ml streptavidin (VWR
Corp., California, USA) in PBS (pH 7.2, Invitrogen,
California, USA) was incubated on the electrode for
10min to produce streptavidin-coated electrodes. A total
of 4 ml of 50-biotinylated and 30-fluorescein dual-labeled HP
in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5, Invitrogen, California, USA)
was immobilized onto the electrodes for 30min via the
interactions between streptavidin on the surfaces and the
biotin label on the probes. The surface density of the oligo
probe achieved using this immobilization strategy was
reported to be �3.4� 1012 molecules/cm2 (19). Excessive
HP was removed by a thorough rinse with DI water and
dried with nitrogen gas.

Target hybridization. The surface was incubated for 5min
with the target-containing sample prepared in 6� saline-
sodium citrate buffer (6� SSC, 0.09M sodium citrate,
with 0.9M NaCl, pH 7.0, Invitrogen, California, USA)
with the addition of 10mMMgCl2 (Sigma Corp.,
Missouri, USA). During hybridization, a cyclic square-
wave electric field was applied at 30 cycles of +200mV for
1 s and �300mV for 9 s. After hybridization, the electro-
des were rinsed with DI water and dried with nitrogen gas.

Electrochemical detection

The electrochemical readout was performed using an
electrochemical workstation according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Briefly, anti-fluorescein-Horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) (Roche, Indiana, USA) diluted in PBS
with 0.5% casein blocking buffer (Blocker Casein in PBS,
Pierce, pH 7.4) was added to the fluorescein label on the
HP or the detector probes. Then, 3, 30, 5, 50 tetramethyl-
benzidine low activity (TMB/H2O2, Neogen Corp.,
Kentucky, USA) substrate was loaded, and amperometric
detection was carried out by applying �200mV potential
versus gold to each electrode unit, followed by parallel
signal read-out after 60 s of equilibration (17,18).

The electrochemical sensor was a 16-unit gold array.
For each unit, there were three electrodes including the
working electrode (WE), counter electrode (CE) and
reference electrode (RE) (18). The RE was determined
to be +218mV versus SCE by measuring cyclic volta-
mmetric curves of 0.1mM [Fe(CN)6]

3-/4-. All electric
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potentials described in this report are in reference to
the gold RE (+218mV versus SCE). The advantages of
this small electrode array are that the signal read-out of
the 16 electrodes can be obtained simultaneously, and only
4 ml of sample solution is needed for detection. In our
experiments, the electrochemical signal was the current
generated by the redox of the HRP reporter enzyme. TMB
continually regenerated reduced HRP via a 2-electron
step, which amplified the current signal. The current was
proportional to the surface concentration of hybridized
target (18). All experiments were performed at room
temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hairpin-induced specific amplification

Detection of a specific target using the current approach
was accomplished via a combination of sandwich-like
signal amplification by HRP and TMB/H2O2 as well as
selective hybridization by the HP design. This method
was based on the SH effect: the surface near the HP
inhibits the HRP conjugate binding to target-free probes.
Therefore, the distance between the surface and reporter
label on the probe was a key factor to the detection
process. Upon target binding, the HP opened and the
reporter was away from the surface, resulting in reduced
restriction from the surface. Conjugated HRP bound
to the fluorescein and generated current, constituting a
signal-on process (Figure 1).

We compared four IL-8 specific HPs with and without
50-linkers, which exhibited different levels of SH due to
varying distances between the reporters and the electrode
surface (Table 1). The length and flexibility of linkers
were adjusted by the length of the TEG or an overhang
spacer (T9) at the 50-biotin labeled end. The longitudinal
size of biotin-TEG was approximately 3 nm from mole-
cular mechanics calculations (MM2) (20). Single stranded
DNA was in a coiled state on the electrode when no force
was applied. The coil was probably stretched to permit
conjugate binding when the electrochemical detection was
carried out at negative potential (21,22). Although the
exact length of the T9 linker is not known, it was likely
>3 nm under the negative potential, if duplex DNA is
9 bp� 0.28 nm/bp. The size of HRP is approximately
4� 6.7� 11.8 nm, according to protein crystal data (23).

Figure 2 shows the SH effects from different HP designs.
For the probe with the longest linker (TEG�T9), the
fluorescein was far away from the surface even when the
hairpin was closed. The mediator complex was formed
and SH effect was very small. Hybridization to the target
only increased the distance of the HRP complex from the
electrodes. Therefore, the signal decreased upon binding
and recognition resulted in a very weak signal-off process
(Figure 2). Signals with bound target were at similar levels
for all four probes and the blank signal decreased with
decreasing linker length. For the HP without a linker, the
reporter was very close to the surface in the closed state.
Therefore, the SH effect was very strong, and the lowest
background was observed (SBR=8 : 1).

Specificity

The specificity of HP without a linker was tested with
cross-detection of two targets, and the results are shown

Figure 1. Illustration of the specific signal amplification in HP electro-
chemical detection. When no target bound to the probe, the hairpin
was closed. HRP could not form an effective complex and no signal
was observed. After hybridization with target, the hairpin opened up
and the HRP complex was formed. TMB regenerated the reactive
HRP, thus amplifying the current signal.

Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequences for IL-8 and S100A8

Designation Sequence (50 to 30) 50-label 30-label

IL-8 HPL0a,b GAG GGT TGC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC Biotin Fluorescein
IL-8 HPL1a,b GAG GGT TGC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC BiotinTEG Fluorescein
IL-8 HPL2a,b TTT TTT TTT GAG GGT TGC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC Biotin Fluorescein
IL-8 HPL3a,b TTT TTT TTT GAG GGT TGC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC BiotinTEG Fluorescein
IL-8 CPc TTT TTT TAT GAA TTC TCA GCC CTC Biotin –
IL-8 DPc TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC – Fluorescein
IL-8 HPa,b GAG GGT TGC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC Biotin Fluorescein
S100A8 HPa,b GTG TCC TCT TTG AAC CAG ACG TCT GCA CCC TTT TTC CTG ATA TAC TGA GGA CAC Biotin Fluorescein

aHairpin probe design was calculated by MFold free web server (27,28).
bThe target recognition sequences are listed in italic font. The stem sections of the hairpins are underlined.
cIL-8 CP is the capture probe with biotin label in dual probes detection. IL-8 DP is the detect probe with fluorescein label in dual probes detection.
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in Figure 3. As a reference control, we used the mRNA
for S100 calcium-binding protein A8 (S100A8mRNA,
NM_002964), which is highly expressed in saliva and has
no oral cancer relevance. For each probe, a comparison
between the complementary and noncomplementary IVT
RNA target was carried out at concentrations of 5 nM
and 500 nM for IL-8, and 7 nM and 700 nM for S100A8.
Even noncomplementary targets that were over-expressed
by 100-fold gave little signal increase for the IL-8- and
S100A8-specific probes. Complementary target signals
were >20 SDs (SDV) higher than the blank control.
Both probes showed good RNA discrimination for 5 nM
of IL-8 and 7 nM of S100A8.

Control of SBR with hybridization efficiency

A major concern of the RNA sensor is the SBR. In the
current HP designs, the SBR depended on the ratio of the
numbers with an open or closed HP. Background levels
were associated with the closed state when no specific
target was bound, and signal was generated from the
open state after target hybridization. These closed or open
states during recognition required high efficiencies for
both the intramolecular and intermolecular hybridization.
To increase hybridization efficiency and optimize the

SBR of this sensor, we modified the hairpin structure by
changing both the stem and loop length. Three HPs with
different stem–loop lengths were studied (sequences listed

in Table 2). In all three probes, the 30-end stem component
was complementary to the target RNA, together with the
loop. The probe with the short stem (6 bp) and the duplex
(21+6bp) had a high background and low signal (HPS3
in Figure 4). The probe with the longest stem (10 bp) and
the duplex (10+31 bp) had the lowest blank signal and
the highest signal for target (HPS1), indicating a better
closed state when no target was bound and a better open
state when hybridized with target. Complementary HP
sequences included both the whole loop and half of the
stem, providing lower free energy after target hybridiza-
tion. Thus, once target was bound to the loop, even the
very long stem could be opened due to its complementary
sequence to the target. Since high hybridization efficiency
benefits both the sensitivity and specificity, a good SBR
was achieved. In contrast, it is difficult to determine the
optimized probe sequence with the traditional linear

Figure 2. Comparison of IL-8 HPs with different linker lengths. The
HP sequences for IL-8 are listed in Table 1 as IL-8 HPL0, IL-8 HPL1,
IL-8 HPL2 and IL-8 HPL3. The hairpin was closed in the blank
control and opened after hybridization with RNA. The concentration
of IL-8 RNA was 5 nM. The mean and SD of four experiments are
shown. The configurations of the HPs with different linker length are
shown schematically.

Figure 3. Cross-detection with two sets of IVT RNA applying HP: IL-8
and S100A8. (A) The amperometric signals for eight samples. (1)–(4)
applied HPs for S100A8 and the targeting RNA were (1) 7 nM S100A8,
(2) 500 nM IL-8, (3) 5 nM IL-8 and (4) buffer only, respectively. (5)–(8)
used HPs for IL-8, and the targeting RNA were (5) 5 nM IL-8,
(6) 700 nM S100A8, (7) 7 nM S100A8 and (8) buffer only, respectively.
(B) Bar charts of the same eight samples in (A). The sequences for HPs
are listed in Table 1 as IL-8 HP and S100A8 HP. Mean and SD of four
individual experiments are shown.
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probe (LP) (24). The long sequence was beneficial to the
hybridization efficiency, but generates high background.

Detection of spiked RNA in saliva

With proper HP design and cooperation from the SH
effect, we can detect salivary RNA biomarker sequences
over a wide dynamic range of target concentration.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the concentration
and the current signal in buffer. For comparison, the
original system with two LPs for each target was also
examined, using previously published methods (24).
Briefly, both probes were designed to be complementary
to adjacent stretches of the target sequence. The ‘capture
probe’ was immobilized on the electrode with a 50-end
biotin label. The ‘detector probe’ had a 30-fluorescein label
to bind with the anti-fluorescein-HRP. Our results show

that good SBR for detecting IL-8 was obtained with HP,
but poorer performance was seen with LP.
We defined the limit of detection (LOD) as the concen-

tration with a signal of at least 2 SDV above the back-
ground level. According to the criteria, the LOD for HP
was about 0.4 fM. For the LPs, the LOD of IL-8 was
about 400 pM, which is about 10 000-fold higher than for
the HP (Figure 5).

Detection of endogenous mRNA in saliva

We then proceeded to detect endogenous IL-8 mRNA in
saliva samples. Changes in signal levels between differ-
ent saliva samples were observed. IL-8 mRNA in eight
clinical saliva samples were measured using the present
optimized HP design. Since endogenous mRNA in saliva
is combined with other macromolecules which mask
detection, a lysis procedure was carried out before the

Table 2. Oligonucleotide sequences for IL-8 HP with different stem-loop structures

Designation Sequence (50 to 30) Stem (bp) Loop (nt) Duplex (bp)

IL-8 HPS1a,b,c GAG GGT TGT GAT GAA TTC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC
TCC ACA ACC CTC

10 31 41

IL-8 HPS2a,b,c GAG GGT TGC TCA GCC CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC 8 26 34
IL-8 HPS3a,b,c GAG GGT CTC TTC AAA AAC TTC TCC ACA ACC CTC 6 21 27

aAll the probes were double labeled with 50-biotin and 30-fluorescein.
bHairpin probe design was calculated by MFold free web server (27,28).
cThe target recognition sequences are listed in italic font. The stem sections of the hairpins are underlined.

Figure 4. Comparison of IL-8 HPs with different stem-loop designs. The sequences of three HPs are listed in Table 2 as IL-8 HPS1, IL-8 HPS2 and
IL-8 HPS3. The hairpin was closed in the blank control and opened after hybridizing with the RNA. The underlined sequences were complementary
to the target RNA. Sequences in italics indicate the stem and sequences in bold form the loop. HPS1: 10 bp in the stem and 41 bp in the duplex;
HPS2: 8 bp in the stem and 34 bp in the duplex; HPS3: 6 bp in the stem and 27 bp in the duplex. The concentration of IL-8 RNA was 5 nM. The
mean and SD of four experiments are shown.
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electrochemical assay to release masked RNA. We
observed a good correlation between the electrochemical
signals for saliva samples and the qPCR results, as shown
in Figure 6. Higher electrochemical signals were observed
in the saliva samples containing a higher level of IL-8
mRNAs as determined by qPCR measurement. In addi-
tion to the PCR measurement, these results support
the existence of mRNA in saliva. Our results also show
that endogenous mRNA can be detected in saliva by
an electrochemical method without PCR amplification,
which meets the sensitivity requirement for point-of-care
salivary diagnostics.
For detection of DNA oligonucleotides using vari-

ous electrochemistry-associated methods, LOD in the
fM range have been achieved. These methods include

nano-particle-linked secondary probes (25), anodic strip-
ping voltammetry of silver nanoparticles deposited in
a multi-step reduction process (26) and electronic DNA
sensors based on target-induced strand displacement
mechanisms (15). mRNA has a longer sequence and
more complicated secondary structure than oligos. To
capture specific mRNA targets, a characteristic fragment
of mRNA must be chosen carefully. Secondary mRNA
structure may reduce hybridization between the capture
probe and the target. In this study, we chose the mRNA
fragment with minimal secondary structure, as calculated
by the Mfold web server (27). Probe design also required
thorough consideration of loop sequence, stem length and
probe secondary structure. Considering the intrinsic 2D
or 3D structure of the RNA, the following principles were
applied for both linear and HP design:

(1) Affinity of probe to the target mRNA: mRNA
secondary structure and secondary structure of probe
sequences which are complimentary to the target
RNA, including quadruplex and hairpin, were consi-
dered. Sequences without stable secondary structures
were selected based on quadruplex and M-fold calcu-
lations. Formation of self-dimers and hybridization
stability also were considered based on thermo-
dynamic calculations.

(2) For optimal HP performance, half of the stem
(30-end), together with the loop was designed to be
complementary to the target RNA. Since the 50-end
of the stem was immobilized onto the surface via
biotin-streptavidin for all the HPs in this study, only
the 30-stem was free during the hybridization process.
Sharing the 30-end of the stem with the loop for
duplex formation resulted in higher hybridization
efficiency and more changes in the SH effect.

In summary, we developed an effective method for
electrochemical detection of mRNA using HP with high
sensitivity, high specificity and a large dynamic range
(fM–nM in buffer system and spiked saliva). We also
demonstrated that this technique works well for directly
detecting endogenous mRNA without the need for PCR
amplification.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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Figure 5. Salivary IL-8 RNA detection by the LP and HP. LPs were
IL-8 CP and IL-8 DP, and HP was IL-8 HP as listed in Table 1. Blank
control signals were subtracted from the measured signals. Mean and
SD of four experiments are shown. The data point of the 4 fM target
for LP is not displayed, because its value was below that of the blank
control.

Figure 6. Correlation between amperometric signals using HP and
concentrations determined by qPCR of IL-8 mRNA for the same set of
clinical saliva samples. The R2 for linear regression was 0.99.
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